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Nose Jobs?

Something’s off about these celebrity schnozzes — some even appear
to be on the verge of collapse! We asked the experts what’s going on

▶KIM
ZOLCIAKBIERMANN, 39

THEN

SUNKEN
SNOUT!

BRANDI GLANVILLE, 44

The ex-RHOBH star says she’s had a
“liquid nose job,” meaning she used fillers,
not actual surgery, to shape her schnoz.
But Dr. Back believes she’s actually had
“many surgeries” on it in addition to the
fillers. “It’s scar-filled and has been
overly carved down and diminished.”

HONK IF
YOU’RE IN
DENIAL!

“I’ve aged,” the reality
star insists of why her
nose looks so different
these days. But the
experts aren’t swayed.
“It’s too refined, short,
narrow and sculptedlooking,” says plastic
surgeon Dr. Anthony
Youn. “Combined
with her plumpedup lips, it makes her
look plastic.”
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▶HEIDI
MONTAG, 30
“I was in way over
my head with the
surgeries,” the
Hills star says
of her multiple
procedures,
including at least
two nose jobs.
Dr. Back says an
“aggressive
rhinoplasty” has
made her nose
“too narrow for
her face.”
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◀LA TOYA
JACKSON, 61
THEN

▲LIL’ KIM, 43
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▲KRIS JENNER, 61

The Kardashian matriarch swears she’s never
touched her beak, but experts believe she’s had
it touched — and retouched. “It’s collapsing and
putty-like,” says plastic surgeon Dr. Lyle Back.
“Classic signs of repeated rhinoplasties.”
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TORI SPELLING, 44

The actress admits to getting a rhinoplasty when
she turned 16, but more recent photos show that
the tip of her nose seems to have widened, and
there’s a sizable depression on the side. What
gives? “The middle of the bridge appears to have
had too much cartilage removed,” says cosmetic
surgeon Dr. Ryan Neinstein.
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The hip-hop artist hasn’t
admitted she’s gone under the
knife. But it’s as plain as the,
well, you know: Her nose is
“literally disappearing” and
her nostrils “have lost their
natural curve,” says Dr. Back.
“These are hallmarks of too
many nasal revisions.”

The experts quoted in this story have not treated these stars.
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Janet and Michael’s
sister is mum on
the subject of
plastic surgery
rumors, but
NYC-based
plastic surgeon
Dr. Steve Fallek
says she’s
“definitely” had a
nose job in which
docs “narrowed
the tip too much.
Her nose no
longer fits her
face,” he adds.
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